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No Support for the Claim That Literary Fiction Uniquely and Immediately
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Kidd and Castano (in press) critique our failure to replicate Kidd and Castano (2013) on 3 grounds:
failure to exclude people who did not read the texts, failure of random assignment, and failure to
exclude people who did not take the Author Recognition Test (ART). This response addresses each
of these critiques. Most importantly, we note that even when Kidd and Castano reanalyzed our data
in the way that they argue is most appropriate, they still failed to replicate the pattern of results
reported in their original study. We thus reaffirm that our replication of Kidd and Castano (2013)
found no evidence that literary fiction uniquely and immediately improves theory of mind. Our
objective remains not to prove that reading literary fiction does not benefit social cognition, but to
call for in-depth research addressing the difficulties in measuring any potential effect and to note the
need to temper claims accordingly.
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2012). Three labs independently carried out replication studies
and later combined their data into a single analysis. This replication study found no advantage in RMET scores for literary
fiction in comparison with any of the other conditions (Panero
et al., 2016).
Kidd and Castano (in press) make three criticisms of our
replication effort: failure to exclude people who did not read the
texts, failure of random assignment, and failure to exclude
people who did not take the ART (Acheson, Wells, & MacDonald, 2008; Stanovich & West, 1989). Before responding
specifically to these criticisms, it is crucial to note that even
accepting all of Kidd and Castano’s (in press) adjustments to
our data set, their reanalysis does not replicate their 2013
finding. Although their new analyses do show that performance
in the literary fiction condition is higher than in the popular
fiction condition, they find that performance in the literary
fiction condition is no better than in the expository nonfiction
condition.
These findings not only cast doubt on their claim that literary
fiction has a unique ability to improve theory of mind, but also
raise questions about the theoretical underpinning of the prediction that literary fiction should improve theory of mind. Kidd
and Castano argued that literary fiction achieves this effect

Kidd and Castano (2013) reported that reading a short piece
of literary fiction (compared to reading popular fiction, reading
nonfiction, or not reading at all) immediately and significantly
boosts theory of mind, as measured by performance on the
Reading the Mind in the Eyes Test (RMET; Baron-Cohen,
Wheelwright, Hill, Raste, & Plumb, 2001). When a surprising
and potentially important finding such as this is published,
replication is called for. In addition, the original report did not
treat individual texts as a random effect, which leaves open an
increased potential for Type I errors (Judd, Westfall, & Kenny,
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because it invites readers to adopt a writerly perspective (e.g.,
Kidd & Castano, 2013) or because it features “round” rather
than “flat” characters (e.g., Kidd & Castano, 2016). Given that
no difference was found between the literary fiction condition
and the expository (i.e., nonsocial) nonfiction condition, neither
of these theories is consistent with the data, even after substantial reanalysis. We return to this key point in the final section of
our reply.
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Reading Time Exclusions
All of these studies involve assigning participants to read texts
and measuring subsequent performance on the RMET. Kidd and
Castano (in press) correctly note that it is important to exclude
participants whose reading times are so fast that they cannot have
had adequate exposure to their assigned text. In Experiments 3, 4,
and 5, Kidd and Castano (2013) excluded participants who spent
fewer than 30 s on any page of text, but they did not have a
systematic exclusion criterion for fast reading in Experiments 1
and 2. They excluded one participant whose total reading time was
0 s and one whose reading time was 1.13 s per page in Experiments
1 and 2, respectively. In addition, in all five experiments they
excluded participants whose reading speeds were greater than 3.5
SD above the mean (hence too slow). We adopted this 3.5 SD
cutoff in our replication as well, for reading times 3.5 SD either
above or below the mean. However, none of our participants had
scores below the 3.5 SD cutoff for reading time.
In their reanalysis of our data, Kidd and Castano argue that this
criterion is insufficient and instead use a formula for reading time
exclusion based on a paper by Bell and Perfetti (1994). This study
had tiny sample sizes for skilled readers (10 per cell), which casts
doubt on the validity of their suggested formula. Although we
agree that it is important to verify that participants have read their
assigned texts, there is a potential downside to using reading time
as a manipulation check. In addition to reflecting whether participants have read a given text, reading time is also likely to reflect
how they read that text. Zwaan (1991) found that those who read
a passage they believe is fiction read more slowly than when they
believe the same passage is nonfiction. Furthermore, it has been
argued that specifically literary fiction, but not popular fiction,
evokes a kind of mental stillness during which readers stop and
reflect as they read (Koopman & Hakemulder, 2015). Similarly,
readers of popular fiction—particularly those who are familiar
with a given genre—may use their knowledge of the genre to
facilitate reading and understanding, which could potentially allow
them to read more quickly (see discussion of “reading in a system”
in Carroll, 1994). Indeed, popular fiction may sometimes be seen
as appealing because it can be read quickly.
Thus, although it is crucial to ensure that participants have read
the material they have been given, applying too strict a criterion for
reading time may systematically exclude participants based on
their familiarity with or their motivation to read the kind of
material they have been assigned. The reading speed chosen by
Kidd and Castano (in press) in their reanalysis of our nonreplication appears to be problematic in this way, as it resulted in
participants being excluded disproportionately from the popular
fiction condition. Given that participants would be expected to read
popular fiction more quickly than literary fiction, it seems likely
that the criterion they applied is not merely excluding participants

who were “not exposed” to the experimental manipulation, but
also individuals who did read the assigned material, but were able
to read more quickly than individuals in the nonfiction or literary
fiction conditions.
Nonetheless, because we agree that it is important to only
include participants who spent adequate time reading their assigned text, we reanalyzed our full data set with an eye toward
setting a criterion for reading time that would ensure that participants had been exposed to the source material, while simultaneously allowing for variation in reading times between conditions
(raw data available at osf.io/83nv2/). Thus, we began by excluding
all participants whose reading time was ⱖ600 words per minute
(WPM; hence too fast). We chose this cutoff based on literature
reviewed by Lewandowski, Codding, Kleinmann, and Tucker
(2003), who cite average WPM values for college students from
136 to 400 WPM. Six hundred WPM is an arbitrary cutoff, but a
reasonable one that is consistent with how skilled readers may
approach reading fiction.
We obtained a WPM reading time by summing the times spent
on the individual pages for a text and then dividing the total
number of words in each text by the total number of minutes to
read all the pages. We then excluded all participants (109) whose
WPM rates were greater than 600. The median of the remaining
sample was 262 WPM, and the mean was 287 (SD ⫽ 110), in line
with the literature cited by Lewandowski et al. (2003).
The pattern of means from this reduced sample again fails to
replicate the original study (see Table 1 for mean scores by lab and
by condition). The results also remain unchanged when we excluded those who read over 500 WPM (reading too fast), and when
we excluded those who read fewer than 100 WPM (reading too
slowly).
Given the problems outlined above with using reading time as a
manipulation check, as well as the challenge in determining where
the (somewhat arbitrary) line should be drawn to distinguish
between participants who have and have not read the given material, we recommend that future research on this topic employ a
reading comprehension manipulation check (e.g., Black & Barnes,
2015; Pino & Mazza, 2016).

Random Assignment
Kidd and Castano (in press) state that because of unequal
sample sizes across conditions, Labs 1 and 2 from Panero et al.
(2016) failed to randomize properly. This is a justified critique
given a lack of clarity describing the method of Research Group 1.
We did assign reading texts randomly. However, Research Group
1 used a control (no-reading) group that, although sampled from
the same population (Mechanical Turk; MTurk), was not part of
the random assignment to reading conditions for Experiment 5.
Specifically, Research Group 1’s Experiment 5 appeared on
MTurk as two postings, one for the no-reading condition and one
that included the two other conditions: literary and popular fiction.
The two postings were identical in their description and compensation, and thus there is no reason to believe that the control
participants differed in any way from those in the other conditions.
Crucially, for those participants who enrolled in the Experiment 5
posting containing the literary fiction and popular fiction conditions, assignment of participants to text was fully random. It is also
important to note that Research Group 1 included checks so that
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participants could not sign up for more than one experiment, hence
no participant was part of the data set twice. And even if we
exclude our third analysis, which was the only one to include the
no-reading control, our comparisons between literary fiction and
nonfiction and between literary fiction and popular fiction both
failed to replicate the original finding.
With respect to unequal sample sizes, Research Group 1 capped
each MTurk posting based on the sample sizes originally recruited
for each experiment in Kidd and Castano (2013). The only cell that
deviates from this is Experiment 5—Reading. Due to funding
constraints, Research Group 1 had to stop data collection early,
resulting in fewer participants than originally planned in the reading conditions for Experiment 5.
Kidd and Castano (in press) correctly point out that Research
Group 2 had over twice as many participants in the literary fiction
condition than in the nonfiction and no-reading conditions. This
occurred because, as they note in their Footnote 3, literary fiction
participants were randomly assigned to read the same text described as either fiction or nonfiction. As explained in Panero et al.
(2016), because no RMET differences were found across these two
conditions, the data were collapsed into one literary fiction condition. In addition, there was a slight error in one of the randomization counters in Qualtrics, which led to more participants being
enrolled in this condition (n ⫽ 41). While this does mean that
participant numbers were not equally matched across conditions,
we disagree that this “compromises the internal validity of the
experiment.” More importantly, our data fail to replicate Kidd and
Castano (2013) even if we exclude all of the data from Research
Group 2. Thus this concern does not affect our primary conclusions.

ART Scores
The ART presents participants with a list of names and asks
them to select only the real authors from this list. Half of the names
are real authors and half are foils, so scores on the ART are
calculated by subtracting the number of foils selected from the
number of authors correctly selected (Acheson et al., 2008;
Stanovich & West, 1989).
Kidd and Castano (in press) argue that participants who did not
select any items on the ART should be excluded. In their comment
(p. 6) they stated that they excluded eight participants “who
selected no items, foils or authors, on the ART.” We had assumed,
based on inspections of the data, that these people had simply not
recognized any names. However, except in the case of Research
Group 3, which included a manipulation check, we have no way to
be certain that those who selected no names actually engaged with
the task. We agree that it makes sense to exclude participants who
did not complete a key covariate in these circumstances, although
we found 21 such participants, rather than the eight identified by
Kidd and Castano (in press). This discrepancy is most likely due to
the fact that they first excluded participants based on considerations of reading time.
To investigate whether excluding these 21 cases would affect
our results, we performed a series of post hoc analyses that
replicated the three comparisons reported in our original paper
(Panero et al., 2016).1 This reanalysis did not shift the results
across the p ⬍ .05 significance level for either the literary fiction
versus nonfiction comparison (N ⫽ 1 case excluded; F(1, 166) ⫽
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0.13, p ⫽ .720) or for the literary fiction versus popular fiction
comparison (N ⫽ 17 cases excluded; F(1, 199) ⫽ 0.14, p ⫽ .707).
Although Kidd and Castano (in press) did not include the noreading control in their reanalysis of our data, we included that
comparison here. Strikingly, the removal of cases with zero ART
scores from this condition (N ⫽ 4)2 did alter the outcome of our
results, with literary fiction conveying a benefit over the noreading control, F(1, 54.6) ⫽ 4.11, p ⫽ .048.3 Although the effect
size was very small (d ⫽ 0.01) and the p value was high for a post
hoc test, this raises points for consideration in future research.
First, because including people who do not recognize any names or
select foils may be important, we suggest that ART-type measures
should include an “I do not recognize any of these names as
authors” option. Second, considering the lack of evidence that
literary fiction reliably improves theory of mind compared with
nonfiction and (depending on exclusion criteria) popular fiction,
the results of this analysis suggest that no-reading control conditions should be compared with reading other narratives besides
literary fiction.

Kidd and Castano (in press) Fails to Replicate Kidd
and Castano (2013)
Even after all of the exclusions carried out on our data, Kidd and
Castano (in press) fail to replicate their original pattern of findings,
with RMET scores higher in the literary fiction condition than in
all other conditions (popular fiction, nonfiction, no-reading) and
with no difference between popular fiction and no-reading. Although they found that individuals assigned to read literary fiction
performed better than those assigned to read popular fiction on the
RMET, the literary fiction group did no better than the nonfiction
group. The nonfiction stimuli used in these experiments are not
only nonfiction, but also largely nonsocial. Thus, it is difficult to
interpret this pattern of results using any theoretical framework
about the power of literary fiction to engage our capacity for
theory of mind (e.g., Kidd & Castano, 2013, 2016). Moreover,
nonfiction readers actually performed significantly better than
popular fiction readers on the RMET. Given their original claim
that literary fiction boosts theory of mind, this particular result
provides strong evidence against this claim; if anything, the reanalysis of the data might suggest that popular fiction impedes
theory of mind compared with both literary fiction and nonfiction.
At the very least, the reanalysis presented by Kidd and Castano (in
press) confirms that literary fiction did not uniquely increase
theory of mind performance.
Moreover, the only statistically significant effect found by Kidd
and Castano’s (in press) reanalysis in the hypothesized direction
(literary fiction ⬎ popular fiction), had a p value of .044. Our own
reanalysis, described in the previous section, revealed one significant effect on a comparison not included in Kidd and Castano (in
press): RMET scores in the literary fiction condition were higher
1
In all three analyses, we used SAS (9.4) PROC MIXED, restricted
maximum likelihood estimation, Kenward-Roger degrees of freedom, with
text as a random variable nested within experiment and condition. Condition, ART scores, and their interaction predicted RMET scores. Skewed
variables were transformed to meet assumptions.
2
One case overlapped with the literary vs. popular fiction comparison.
3
The effect of ART and its interaction with condition were statistically
significant, mirroring the analysis reported in Panero et al. (2016).
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than in the no-reading control condition, p ⫽ .048. However, using
an alpha value of p ⬍ .05 is problematic with multiple comparisons and replications (Lindsay, 2015; Murayama, Pekrum, &
Fiedler, 2014; Stangor & Lemay, 2016). Given that the p values for
the literary versus popular fiction comparisons in the original
paper (Kidd & Castano, 2013) were all p ⫽ .04, this effect may be
particularly tenuous. The Open Science Collaboration (2015)
found that only 18% of studies with .04 ⬍ ps ⬍ .05 replicated. In
part, this may be due to small sample sizes used in replication
attempts (Maxwell, Lau, & Howard, 2015), but it serves as a
warning and a call for replication efforts such as Panero et al.
(2016) provide. As such, rather than understanding Kidd and
Castano’s (in press) and our own reanalyses as proof that our
replication was poor, we take them as further evidence that the
effect is likely to be ephemeral.
In discussing the lack of replication of literary fiction providing
an RMET advantage over nonfiction, Kidd and Castano (in press)
refer to work by Black and Barnes (2015), where a within-subjects
design found that participants performed better on the RMET after
reading literary fiction than nonfiction. We believe that it is worth
noting that the authors of that study coauthored the Panero et al.
(2016) nonreplication: After having obtained the effect using a
within-subjects design, they were unable to obtain it betweensubjects. Thus, the purpose of publishing the nonreplication was,
in part, to acknowledge this inconsistency and use it to motivate
further research that examines why this effect may be fragile,
particularly in between-subjects, rather than within-subjects, designs.
Although we disagree with Kidd and Castano about the specifics
of this dataset, our shared goal in this research project is to
discover how exposure to fiction affects people’s lives. We thus
call on researchers to engage in more nuanced analyses of how
stories might have an effect, and under what circumstances, and
for whom.
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